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There is One Holy Book, the sacred manuscript of nature… To the eye of the seer 

every leaf of the tree is a page of the holy book that contains divine revelation, and he 

is inspired every moment of his life by constantly reading and understanding the holy 

script of nature.  

- Pir o Murshid Hazrat Inayat Khan (Sufi Guide) 

 
All our ancestors lived in direct, sacred relationship with the natural world. Most indigenous 

cultures honored being in good relationship with the Earthly Mother/Creation and some form 

of Sky Father/Creator. Creation was the path for accessing our Oneness with Creator. Because  

humanity was indigenous for millions of years, and only more disconnected from creation for 

the last couple hours (in evolutionary scale!), this connection is in our DNA.  

Many spiritual traditions now still honor nature connection as a spiritual path. Often it has been 

found in more indigenous and mystic paths but is becoming more prevalent as we face 

personal and environmental crises due to our disconnection from the sacredness of the natural 

world.  

Join us December 10th to explore some of these traditions and learn practices to remem-

ber more of your own spiritual connection to our sweet Earth home, and All That Is. 

Nature has been Deb Denome’s spiritual guide and muse since her earliest memories. The 

voice of God always came clearest via the sweetness of wild cherries, the sway of high 

treetops, the call of the crow, the intensity of storms, and so much more. Since 1997 she has 

served as Director of Shimmering Light Farm & Renewal Center, a non-profit community farm 

dedicated to exploring, modeling and inspiring more conscious connection with the Earth, each 

other and our own true nature. In 2016 she co-founded Finger Lakes Forest Immersion with a 

similar mission via forest vs. field. She is a Mother, an Earth Dreamer, a registered 

Horticultural Therapist, a Certified Forest Therapy Guide, an Herbalist and Lover of Creation.  

Humanity received all of its sustenance directly from the Earth for the first several million 

years of our existence. In evolutionary scale, it was pre-dawn today that we invented cities and 

right around now that we became industrialized civilizations. Now the majority of humanity 

lives in urban areas and most of us are disconnected from the Source of our creation. 


